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Abstract: The effect of gender in learning has often been the focus of research because of its potential implications in
academic achievement. However, the effect of gender in hypertext reading has not been thoroughly investigated. The Web
in general and the hypertext in particular has modified the way people access and use information. This paper reports the
findings of an empirical study into gender differences in hypertext reading. The study focuses on text-based electronic
documents. The study is a mixed method design, with the use of the think-aloud protocols and a between subjects
experiment. It examines some original variables not previously studied comprehensively, such as coherence of
transactions, sum of selected hyperlinks, and hyperlink location. Forty two participants (30 males and 12 females) read a
hierarchically structured hypertext and then, all answered the same set of questions. The data consisted of reading times,
comprehension scores, reading strategies, coherent links, hyperlink location, sum of hyperlinks, and the sum of read
nodes. The results show that gender did not significantly affect any of the measured variables.
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Is there a difference in online information processing
between males and females? The answer to this question has
both theoretical and practical implications. The theoretical
implications refer to the research in areas related to gender
and online literacy, gender and information processing and,
gender and educational media. The practical implications
refer to the design of online environments. Understanding
gender differences, if any, is an important consideration
when designing online learning material. According to
Weimin et al., [1] demographic factors, such as age, gender,
and culture, have significant impact on software use and
therefore should be considered in design.
Gender has been identified as a strong predictor of many
attitudes and behaviours that have implications in Web
information seeking [2]. However, before we proceed we
need to define gender. There is confusion in the use of the
term especially in computer and information sciences. Both
terms gender and sex are often used indistinctively in
literature and researchers refer to participants as male-female
and men-women. However, “gender can be thought of as the
behavioural, cultural, or psychological traits associated with
one sex” [3 p. 785-786], while the term sex refers to
biological characteristics. “In the study of human subjects
the term gender should be used to refer to a person’s selfrepresentation as male or female” [3, p. 786]. Consequently,
the terms gender, and male-female should be used in the
field of computer and information science, since they refer to
behavioural attributes of participants. Therefore, the terms
gender, and male-female are used in this work.
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Early research in Internet use found differences in the
rates of males and females online connectivity, with the
former more connected [4, 5]. More recent data however,
indicated that this gender gap in basic connectivity has
disappeared [6]. Another area that research has focused on
was the difference between males and females in their use of
the medium for interpersonal communication [7, 8]. This
body of work has found that females spend more time
corresponding with personal ties than their male
counterparts. Little substantive work, though, has
investigated Internet related skills by gender [9] and even
less, hypertext related skills. Thus, contrary to some views
that “there is little reason for concern about sex inequalities
in Internet access and usage now” [6 p. 111], we might find
important differences in how attitudes to the Web, the
intensity and frequency of use, and user skill, differ by
gender, all factors relevant to how much different groups
may benefit from Internet usage [9].
The literature on gender differences in academic
achievement is extensive. It is widely accepted that females
score higher on average than males on test of verbal abilities
[10, 11], while males score higher on average than females
on tests of mathematical ability [12]. Recent results though
show that gender differences in math tests in elementary and
high school, in the USA, have been disappearing [13] and in
some cases females surpass males [14]. However, stereotype
threat has been identified as a possible influence on the
differences between males and females in certain topics. For
example, Cadinu et al. [15], and Dar-Nimrod & Heine [16]
investigating mathematical achievement found that women
under the stereotype threat reported more negative thoughts
related to the test and mathematics when compared to the no
threat condition. It was also found that stereotype threat
created a decrease in performance, which correlated to an
2009 Bentham Open
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increase in negative thoughts [15]. Thus, it seems that
stereotypes influence the way males and females perform in
academic context.
A number of studies though found no difference between
genders in various learning conditions [12, 17-20]. Research
has also looked at the relation between gender and cognitive
styles [21, 22], where difference between genders were no
significant. Contrary to those results though, differences
between genders in their spatial ability exist [23]. Gender
differences in visuospatial abilities have been thoroughly
reported and confirmed by experimental evidence [24].
However, further research showed that gender effects in
visuospatial tasks are not homogeneous: the characteristics
of the task may induce the magnitude of differences between
males and females. It has been shown that gender differences
in visuospatial working memory (VSWM) are larger in tasks
requiring active elaboration of the material [25] and gender
effects, favouring men, are significantly more pronounced in
active tasks [26]. Hypertext documents require a more active
approach towards information compared to traditional
documents, since locating information is necessary. Thus
gender differences may play an important role on their
effectiveness as an information vehicle.
In addition, significant differences in abilities for
learning in general of males and females has been reported in
the literature [27-29]. It is likely these differences to be
observed in Web-based learning just as they would in
traditional learning environments. Gender based social
relationships, interaction styles and inequities that exist in
traditional learning situations correspond fairly closely to
those found in computer-supported environments. Barrett
and Lally [30] for example, identified common differences
in the behaviour of male and female students in technology
based instructions. These differences included self-reported
levels of confidence in the ability to work successfully with
technology, use of support systems and patterns of
interaction. They found that females talked less, contributed
less frequently, did not receive positive feedback to their
contributions and did not appeal to the same sources of
support. Similarly, Gunn and McSporran [31] found gender
differences in motivation, confidence level, flexibility and
access. Males stated that they were very confident, that they
would enjoy using the online materials whereas females
stated they were apprehensive about using the materials and
about their overall ability for the technical aspects of the
course. Another area in which the differences emerged is
support mechanism that students utilize when they need to
clarify something related to course materials. Females
mainly send e-mails to the lecturer while males contact their
peers directly. Furthermore, other results seem to suggest
that there are various gender differences which were
identified within learning from computer-based technologies
[32]. There are a number of research studies that found
gender differences in the learning outcomes. However, these
studies showed mixed results. Some found that females are
more successful in web-based learning [33], while others
found that males performed better [34-36], and some others
reported that there was no significant difference between
genders in their learning ability [12, 17-20]. However, little
is known about how users are able to make use of and learn
from new technologies [37].
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It is evident from the data discussed here that there are
inconclusive results on the effect of gender on the use of
Web published material. It is also apparent that there is a
need for further research in the area of online documents and
information processing. Questions still exist pertaining to
whether or not males and females significantly differ in
terms of their learning behaviour in general, and in terms of
their reading and information processing behaviour in
particular, in electronic environments. Studying such
questions is important because, if gender disparities are
found, they may lead teachers and researchers to seek ways
to minimize them, thus affording both genders maximum
opportunities to achieve high levels of learning, academic
achievement, and technology use. Research so far has
focused on the relation between gender and academic
performance measuring primarily variables such as
comprehension and amount of time spent on a given task.
Electronic texts however, that incorporate hyperlinks and
hypermedia, require skills and activities beyond those
required for comprehension of conventional, linear textbooks
[38]. These activities have not been vigorously investigated
by researchers and especially in conjunction with gender,
such skills are hyperlink location, amount of hyperlinks
selected, coherence of the link selection etc. The current
study seeks to shed more light in this area by investigating
the effects that gender might have in reading and learning in
hypertexts, examining a range of variables not previously
comprehensively studied.
METHOD
Subjects
Forty two (42) undergraduate students, from the Harrow
School of Computer Science (HSCS) and the Media Arts and
Design (MAD) department of the University of Westminster
participated. Twelve (12) participants were self-identified as
female, while thirty (30) as male. All participants were
volunteers. They were screened to ensure that they had not
taken any courses in economics, and had no reading
disabilities. All participants were native English speakers,
apart from one, and all they were familiar with Web
documents. None of the participants had participated in a
think-aloud study before.
Material: Reading and Comprehension
A 5,075-word paper in economics converted to a
hypertext [see: 39 for more details]. The subject matter was
chosen to avoid any influence of background knowledge in
comprehension. The focus of the study was on reading, thus
the hypertext consisted of text only. The structure of the
hypertext was based on the semantic structure provided by
the author and it was converted to a hierarchical tree (see
Fig. 1). A total of 23 nodes were created and 136 hyperlinks
were available. There was a welcome page before the main
document. A menu for navigational purposes was available
at the left hand side of the hypertext. Users had a choice of
global and local navigational links. Participants were given
two types of comprehension tasks, multiple choice questions
and short essay questions. There were twelve multiplechoice items, two open-ended questions and one essay
question. Students were not penalized for errors of grammar,
spelling, or punctuation. The highest possible comprehension
score was twenty (20).
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Fig. (1). Structure of the hypertext.

Apparatus
Personal computers were used to display the hypertext. A
Pentium IV 1.8 GHz Hi-Grade computer with 512MB
memory was used. The monitor was CTX 17 inches Cathode
Ray Tube (CRT) colour monitor. The monitors’ resolution
was 1024x768 pixels. A Java Script cookie was used to
record the times and the readers’ transitions in the hypertext
document throughout the session. A SONY M-560V micro
cassette recorder was used to record the think-aloud
protocols.
Design
The study was a mixed methods experiment, using a
between subjects design (3 by 1), manipulating the reading
goals, and the think-aloud method. The reading goals were
manipulated by providing different instructions about what
the participants should read in the text. Simply instructing
participants to read a text for normal comprehension does
not even assure the comprehension has taken place.
Therefore researchers attempt to assess participants’
comprehension of a given text by asking them to summarise
or to recall, or to answer questions about it, or even all of it
together [40]. A previous analysis [39, 41, 42] on the data

failed to reveal significant differences between the groups
with different reading goals. Consequently the data were
collapsed across gender, and as a result the only independent
variable considered here is gender. Taking into account
gender differences in visuospatial working memory and in
learning, the experimental null hypothesis (H0) predicts that
gender will not affect participants reading times,
comprehension scores, number of visited nodes, sum of
hyperlinks, amount of coherent hyperlink transition, and the
sequence of the hyperlink selection, while the alternate
hypothesis (H1) predicts that gender will affect all the
variables.
Procedure
Participants were settled comfortably in a quiet room and
a glass of water was provided. They were randomly assigned
to one of the three conditions. They were briefly told the aim
of the study and they read the text until they felt satisfied that
they were able to answer questions on the subject matter.
Warm up exercises were given for practicing the think-aloud
method until they felt confident with it. After the reading
task, participants received the booklet with the recognition
material. All participants answered the same set of questions
without consulting the learning material. The experiment
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was conducted in individual sessions. Each session took
about one hour to be completed.

there was no significant difference in comprehension based
on the different gender (F (1, 40) =2.130, p=.152).

RESULTS

Visited/Read Nodes

Reading Times

The amount of the selected links received from the timestamped hypertext records. The amount of the selected links
by the participants signifies another approach to gain an
insight about hypertext reading. That approach shows, if
participants have taken advantage of the hypertext features
that permit them to locate specific subsets of information
quickly. The mean percentage of the nodes per gender is
17.1 nodes for males and 17.3 for females (see Fig. 4). A
node was considered visited, if a subject had selected the
node at least once. Thus all the visited nodes are considered
as read. However, if a node was visited more than once it
was not counted as a different visited node. The number of
nodes visited by the participants was revealed by a Java
Script cookie. The total number of hypertext nodes read by
participants was calculated. The maximum amount of visited
nodes that a subject could read was 23. Participants
visited/read 731 nodes in total. The range of visited nodes
varies between 2 and 22 as Fig. (5) shows. There was no
significant difference between the hypertext nodes that the
participants read based on the different gender (F (1, 40) =
.026, p=.873).

The reading times and amount of the selected links
received from the time-stamped hypertext records, while the
comprehension scores were calculated from the
comprehension booklet. To examine those results a one-way
analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted. The total
time to read the hypertext was recorded by a Java Script
cookie. The mean time to read the hypertext was 35.2
minutes with a standard deviation of 12.3 (see Table 1).
Table 1.

Means and Standard Deviations of Reading Times
N Minimum Maximum

Reading Times 42
Gender

42

Valid N

42

Mean

Std. Deviation

8.00

59.00

35.1905

12.28570

1.00

2.00

1.2857

.45723

There was no significant difference between the reading
times based on the different gender (F (1, 40) = .004,
p=.950). A box plot analysis (see Fig. 2) showed that the
majority of the scores for both males and females were close
to the mean. However, the data showed that males had more
extreme scores compared to females.
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Fig. (2). Distribution of reading times.

Comprehension Scores
One type of measuring comprehension was obtained. The
multiple choice and the short answer questions were graded
and one score for each subject was calculated. The maximum
achievable score was 20. A box plot analysis (see Fig. 3)
showed that males had more extreme scores outside both the
upper and lower quartile compared to females. However,

Strategies
The strategies that hypertext readers used during reading
were made known by the think-aloud protocols. The analysis
of the participants’ transcripts revealed four strategies: a
serial strategy, a serial overview strategy, a mixed strategy,
and a mixed overview strategy [39, 42]. There was no
significant difference between the hypertext nodes that the
participants read based on the different gender (F (1, 40) =
.027, p=.870). A post hoc test was conducted (Tukey HSD)
to examine if there is any significant difference between the
groups of the different strategies based on their gender.
There was no significant difference between groups (p=
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In a previous analysis of the think-aloud protocols [39, 41,
42] three such rules were revealed: coherence, personal
interest, and link position. However, there is not enough data
to investigate the personal interest since only a few
participants verbalised their interest. Thus the present study
investigated the effect that gender might have on only two
factors, the coherence and the location of the links.

.093). However, 10% more females (50% overall) used the
most complex from the strategies, the mixed overview,
compared to their males’ counterparts (40%). Furthermore,
females did not use the serial overview strategy whatsoever,
while they used the serial strategy much more (33.33%)
compared to males (13.33%) (see Fig. 6).

Coherence

Mean Visited Nodes

20

Coherence is a fundamental characteristic of
comprehension in traditional documents. A coherent
transition in the hypertext was considered a transition from
one node to another in which both nodes were still within the
same context. This included such cases as jumping to a
parent, or child or sibling node of the current node. In
addition, cases such as following the presentational order of
the nodes, which is closely related to the hierarchical
structure, were considered coherent transitions [39, 41, 42].
The examination of coherence focused on the first time that
readers accessed/read a node, and thus each transition was
counted only once. The participants’ transitions were
extracted from the JavaScript cookie records kept in the
server. Participants selected 730 hypertext links in total.
They made 93.70% of their transitions in a coherent way
regardless of their gender. Both genders made identical
coherent transactions. Male participants made 16.1 coherent
hyperlink transitions while female participants made 16.75
(see Fig. 7) coherent hyperlink transitions. There was no
significant difference between the gender and the coherence
of the hyperlink selection (F (1, 40) = 3.621 p=.692).

15
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0
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Gender
Fig. (4). Means of visited nodes per condition.

Factors Influencing Navigation Strategies
The rules participants used to get to the different nodes of
the hypertext need to be considered in order to improve
reader behaviour and development of electronic documents.
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Fig. (7). Means of coherent transitions.

Fig. (8). Location-based transitions.

Presentation Location

selection of hypertext links was considered and counted,
including those hyperlinks that were selected more than
once. The 42 participants produced a sum of 865 hyperlink
selections. From those hyperlink selections 87.51% were
made based on their location (see Fig. 8). Hence, participants
selected those links as soon as they encounter them
following their reading pattern. The 12.49% of the hypertext

Previous analysis [39, 41, 42] revealed that the location
of the links influences its selection. The location was defined
by the linguistic sequence, starting from left to right and top
to bottom, following the regular reading pattern. Users
tended to select the first available link while reading. Every
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link selections were made in a different way not based on
their positioning in the hypertext. Male participants selected
17.2 hyperlinks based on their location while female
participants made 20.08 location-based hyperlink transitions
on average (see Fig. 9). Females made more location-based
hyperlink selection compared to males but the difference was
no significant (F (1, 40) = 1.347 p=.253).

Mean Hypelinks Based on Location

25

20

15

20.08

10
17.2

5

0
Male

Female

Gender

Fig. (9). Selection of hyperlinks based on location.

DISCUSSION
The current study investigated the effect of gender on
hypertext information processing, studying a range of
variables, some of which have not been vigorously examined
before. The results suggested that there is no significant
difference in any of the measured variables; forcing us to
accept the null hypothesis, that gender does not influence
any of the measured variables. The results coincide with
those obtained by the authors in an other study [20], using a
different experimental method, with larger sample of
participants. The fact that, two different methods produced
similar results provides extra validity in the findings.
Similarly, other studies [12, 17, 18] did not reveal any
significant difference in performance between genders.
However, the current findings are in disagreement with other
studies, some favouring males [36, 43-45] and other
favouring females [46, 47].
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These results are in conflict with other findings that showed
that females were more thorough in reading Web pages and
took more time in completing their tasks [50]. In the same
vein, Large, et al. [47] in their study found that females spent
more time reading online documents than their male
counterparts. However, such a difference might be due to the
sample differences since their study was based on school
pupils’, while the current one was based on university
students where their exposure on the Web is greater, and
thus their strategies might be more effective. Another reason
for such differences can be the fact that, in the current study
participants had to search for and read information in a
restricted hypertext environment, whereas in the other
studies [47, 50] participants had more freedom and
flexibility in using more than one Web document. Contrary
to these studies though, the current findings revealed that
males had more extreme scores compared to females,
although the difference was not significant. In a follow up
study though [20] no such effect was observed. This might
be because of the different experimental methods used in the
two studies.
Similar results were found regarding comprehension.
There was no significant difference between males and
females in comprehension scores. These results are in
conflict with the commonly believed notion that females
score higher on average than males on test of verbal abilities
[11]. However, the results for comprehension in the field are
mixed, since some researchers have found that males
performed better than females [34-36]. Roy and Chi [51]
found that young males performed significantly higher than
young females on both, target-specific and target-related
information measures. Other researchers though have found
that females were more successful in Web-based learning
[33], and others have found no difference between genders
[12, 17-20], similar to the current study.

The issue of gender differences in relation to computerbased learning and use of technology has generally centred
around findings that suggest that males tend to demonstrate
more positive attitudes and learning outcomes than females
[36, 43-45]. Such differences have sometimes been
attributed to a propensity for males to have greater
experience with using computers [48, 49]. However, in the
current study all participants had similar computer and Web
experience since the majority of them were self-identified as
experienced users apart from 2 females and 4 males. This
balance on experience might have contributed to the lack of
any significant difference in hypertext use, since experience
and exposure on the Web is one of the factors that influence
gender performance in online material, favouring males.

Regarding the strategies, participants used similar
strategies since there was no significant difference between
males and females on their strategies. These results are in
line with results reported by Alexander Poole [52]. His study
nonetheless focused on the use of strategies in second
language learning (L2). However, one notable result in the
present study is the fact that 10% more females (50%) used
the most complex from the strategies, the mixed overview,
compared to their male counterparts (40%). Additionally,
females did not use the serial overview strategy whatsoever,
while they used the serial strategy much more (33.33%)
compared to males (13.33%). Roy et al. [37] found
differences in the use of search strategies with females
demonstrating proportionally more vertical movement. They
noted that such results suggest that young females were
much more linear and thorough navigators than young
males. Their results are partially consistent with the ones
found here since females seem to use linear strategies more
than males, however, not significantly more. Nevertheless,
more research is needed in the area of hypertext strategies,
with a larger sample of participants and especially a larger
number of female participants in order to produce more
defined results.

The current findings revealed no significant difference in
reading times between genders, showing that males and
females spent roughly the same time reading the hypertext.

Another way to gain an insight about reading behaviour
in hypertext environments is to investigate the amount of
visited nodes. The number of visited/read nodes are very
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closely related to reading comprehension because it is
affecting the formation of the text-base [53]. Text-base is
defined as the restricted meaning of the text, and is narrowed
down to the level of individual sentences and paragraphs [54,
55]. The present study provides some unique results
regarding different aspects of online information processing.
The findings showed no significant difference between the
gender and the amount of visited nodes by readers. However,
the results are not surprising since both genders spent
roughly the same time to read the hypertext and had similar
comprehension scores, implying that they visited similar
number of nodes. These results coincide with the findings
obtained in another study [56], using a different method,
where it was found that there was no difference between
gender and the amount of visited nodes. Similarly, Thewall
et al. [57] found little evidence of gender differences on link
selection. Large, et al. [47] on the other hand, found males to
be generally more active in the way they searched the Web,
clicking on more links per minute, and following up on more
hits. Similarly, Roy and Chi [51] found that the overall
pattern of search behaviour was different for males and
females. Similarly, Vecchi and Girelli [26] explored gender
differences in visuospatial tasks that either required
memorizing (passive task) or manipulating and transforming
(active task) visuospatial information. Their results showed
that gender effects, favouring men, were significantly more
pronounced in active tasks. However, no such claims can be
made from the current study since, both genders behaved in
a similar way in an active task. One reason for such
difference might be the fact that the primary focus of these
studies [26, 47] was on searching the web, while in the
present study reading was the focal point.
The findings regarding the coherence of information and
location of the links revealed that gender did not affect the
amount of coherent transactions and the selection of
hyperlinks based on the location. Both male and female
participants made identical coherent transitions with 16.1
and 16.75 respectively. Although the hypertext permitted
non-coherent transitions, by offering easy access to the other
hyperlinks, both genders chose to make their transitions in a
coherent manner. These results emphasise the importance of
coherence in reading and understanding regardless the
reading/learning medium. Therefore, textual cohesion is
equally important in hypertexts [58] as in paper-based
documents. These results coincide with those obtained in
another study [20] run by the authors.
The location of the links seemed to be a decisive factor in
selecting hyperlinks, since it influenced almost ninety per
cent (87.51%) of the hyperlink selection for both genders.
The results suggested that the position of the links in the
hypertext, directly affects their selection. The current data
refer to the first selection only based on the location, and it is
significant because of its possible implications on the
hypertext structure. Participants tended to select the first link
they came across from left to right and also from top to
bottom. For example, when readers had to read information
lying underneath some links grouped together in a bullet
point format, they primarily chose to start with the top link,
and continued with the one straight below. Yet, further
research is needed because these results might have been
influenced by the experimental design or the hypertext
structure. In a follow up study [20], the influence of the
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location of the links was still very influential affecting more
than half (55.38%) of the hyperlink selection for both
genders. However, the percentage was considerably lower
compared to the current study. This difference might be due
to the fact that in the second experiment the results included
revisited links, which might differ in the way they were
accessed. The purpose of revisiting was mainly for
refreshing the information previously read, and participants
tended to access them in a more random way. Readers
tended to review the information at the end of their reading
much more by revisiting the hypertext nodes and skimming
through the information. Thus the current results suggest that
there is a direct relationship between the position of a
hyperlink and its probability of been selected. Therefore we
could argue that the location of the links in hypertexts
greatly affects its selection sequence and it needs to be
considered by the designers. Readers were more comfortable
selecting the links following their linguistic sequence, rather
than breaking away and selecting the hyperlinks in a
different way. Such results coincide with well documented
learning practices where information needs to be wellstructured for novice learners [59]. Likewise, Ainley et al.
[60] found that approximately 50% of the participants in
their study just read the text following the order in which
they were presented on the screen. This indicates that both
male and female were more comfortable selecting the links
following its linguistic sequence, rather than breaking away
and selecting the links in a different way. Participants tended
to select the first link they came across from left to right and
also from top to bottom. The present results are consistent
with results obtained by McDonald and Spencer [61]. They
found no significant differences between males and females
in navigational behaviour. Furthermore, Klöckner, et al. [62]
found that the sequence of links is a decisive factor in
hyperlink selection when users examined search results
before opening a document. Selecting the hypertext links
based on their location seems to offer great support to both
genders. Charney [63] argues that a predefined sequence
plays an important role in text comprehension processes
because readers tend to consider early information as
important, and they are also sensitive to textual cohesion.
Subsequently, predefined sequence seems to be very
important for readers in electronic environments as well, and
influences their navigational choices notably. Another reason
for the use of linear strategies by the participants can be the
lack of hypertext reading strategies. Reading and learning in
academic context is based primarily on traditional text books
and thus readers when they have to use new media they
borrow strategies that they feel comfortable with and not
develop new ones, which might be more effective when
using new hypermedia.
CONCLUSION
The current study examined the effects of gender on
hypertext information processing and shaded some light on
variables not thoroughly investigated before. Our data
suggested that male and female web users do not
significantly differ in their reading comprehension, reading
times, coherent hyperlink selection, hyperlink location; sum
of hyperlinks selected and amount of visited nodes in
electronic environments. The study offers an original
perspective regarding some reading aspects exclusive to
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electronic documents such as, hyperlink selection, hyperlink
location, sum of hyperlinks selected and amount of visited
nodes in electronic environments. It has offered a more
comprehensive view in the relation between gender and
information processing. However, the findings add into a
body of knowledge with mixed results. As a result, they yell
the need for more research. Further empirical research is
essential in order to draw unambiguous conclusions on the
effects that gender might have in online information
processing. This is important, if we want to provide the best
possible support to users of electronic information platforms
and help them to make optimum use of the new mediums.
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